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EarthDaily’s Data and
Analytics Services
•
•
•
•

Introductions
Company Update
Why EarthDaily Analytics?
Commercial Offerings
• EarthDaily Constellation
• EarthPipeline
• EarthPlatform
• EarthMosaics

Cal/Val System
located within the
EarthPipeline

Who we are
We are a software, analytics
and information services space
company developing world-first
technologies in data services,
satellite processing, machine
learning and actionable
insights from Earth
Observation data.

Global Operations

Agriculture Analytics Platform
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Company Overview
●

EarthDaily Analytics (EDA)
● Established in 2021, spin-out from the former UrtheCast

●

Primary lines of business:
● Provider of satellite imaging, data processing, mosaics and analytics for our customers
●

●

in the Agriculture industry through our Geosys (“EarthDaily Agro”) division
Provider of highly calibrated scientific quality image data Processing and Cal/Val
services though our ground-breaking, fully cloud native EarthPipeline

EarthDaily Constellation (EDC)
● In late 2023, EarthDaily Analytics will launch the world’s first earth observation system
designed from the ground-up to produce scientific-quality imagery of the entire earth
every day

●

Delivery is via EarthPlatform and EarthMosaics
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A Pressing Need: for Global Monitoring
Many of the greatest challenges that the world faces require high-cadence,
scientific-quality satellite and AI-derived monitoring, change detection
alerting, and predictive analytics, at scale → Decision Ready Insights
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Food security and farm soil protection
Water optimization
Climate change and carbon trading
Deforestation of tropical rain forests
Habitat protection
ESG reporting and corporate accountability
Disaster response
National and allied security

Forestry

Environment

Agriculture

Insurance

Commodities

Natural
Resources

Disasters

NGOs

The company that can deploy a system capable of delivering the data sets for these
challenges will enable significant economic value creation
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The EarthDaily System is Fully Vertically-Integrated
Midstream

Upstream

Raw Downlinked
Data

Downlinked
Satellite Data

Raw Downlinked Data

EarthPipeline
EarthPipeline
as aa Service
Service
as
Commissioning,
Image Processing,
Calibration and QA

Analysis Ready Data

Downstream

Analysis
Ready Data

Value-Added
Analytics and
Services

Analysis Ready Mosaics
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EarthDaily Satellites – Launching in 2023
The EarthDaily Constellation has 10 satellites, equi-spaced around a sun-synchronous
orbit with a 10:30 a.m. equator crossing time
– Proven satellite bus with substantial flight heritage
– Proven cameras and sensors, leveraging many
years of commercial + government investment
• Spectral channels selected to serve a
wide range of applications

– Lifetime: 10+ year mission design

Extensive pre-launch calibration campaign
and continuous on-orbit cross calibration to
government science satellites
(e.g., Landsat & Sentinel-2) will ensure
scientific grade quality
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EarthDaily Payload Approach
The Spectral Bands and Scientific Class Quality are Key Differentiators
•
•

•

•

Spectral bands selected to be interoperable with end users existing satellite applications
• matching Sentinel-2 and Landsat-8/9 bands, with a nod towards Landsat-Next
Additional bands for ultra-high quality atmospheric correction and accurate cloud masks
• critical for reliable analytics, minimizing false alarms in change detection and other
AI/ML applications
Novel bands to enable future innovative applications
• Carbon cycle monitoring, water cycle monitoring, soil moisture, methane detection,
wildfire detection, evapotranspiration, etc
The “Analysis-Ready” quality eliminates end user data preparation stage for analytics traditionally up to 80% of the cost for application development
EarthDaily is Unique in the Market:
No other commercial system can serve such a broad range of applications
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EarthDaily Payload Spectral Bands
Flexible sensor operations to suit Land, Maritime and other applications
•

The spectral bands are all acquired at the sensor’s full resolution, with selectable options
for on-board pre-processing (to optimize quality, downlink volumes and delivery latency),
followed by on-ground post-processing and image reconstruction

VNIR Bands VNIR Bands

VNIR Bands

SWIR Bands

TIR Bands

Blue
(492nm)

Blue-Green
(530nm)

Aerosol/Coastal
(443nm)

Water Vapour 2
(945nm)

Wildfire
(3.90µm)

Green
(560nm)

Yellow
(605nm)

Water Vapour 1
(912nm)

Aerosol
(1245nm)

TIR 1
(8.65µm)

Red
(665nm)

Red-Edge 1
(704nm)

Cirrus
(1375nm)

TIR 2
(9.10µm)

Near-Infrared
(864nm)

Red-Edge 2
(740nm)

Snow/Ice
(1610nm)

TIR 3
(10.60µm)

Red-Edge 3
(782nm)

Methane Ref.
(1659nm)

TIR 4
(12.00µm)

Methane
(1667nm)
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EarthDaily Cal/Val Expertise
Significant heritage across many well-known missions
•

Nearly 30 years of international experience delivering ground stations, as well as
commissioning and calibrating a multitude of public and commercial satellite missions
•
•
•

Optical and SAR missions including LandSat, SPOT, OrbView, GeoEye, WorldView, Planet Doves
and SuperDoves, RADARSAT, RCM, etc
Lead the RapidEye mission Cal/Val system development, mission characterization, initial Cal/Val
and hand-over to RapidEye-AG
Lead the UrtheDaily ISS sensors (MRC and HRC) Cal/Val
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EarthDaily Cal/Val Team – “Excalibur”
Multi-mission ready
•

Cal/Val system designed for cost-effective operations to simultaneously support
constellations such as EDC and multiple EarthPipeline customers
•
•

•

Architecture, functional and database elements common across all missions
Capable of handling multiple sensor classes: pushbroom, pushframe, multi-detector, etc

Team of 7 engineers advancing the Cal/Val system, with expertise in the following areas:
•

•

•
•

Radiometric Cal/Val
•

Flat-fielding

•

Absolute Radiometry

•

Interoperability

•

SNR

Geometric Cal/Val
•

Exterior Orientation

•

Interior Orientation

•

MTF

Atmosphere and Land Surface Retrieval and Correction
Productionization, Automation and Scalability
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EarthDaily Payload Pre-Launch Calibration
Achieving science-grade products demands high-quality characterization
•

Total of 160 imagers to be tested pre-launch to NIST standards using tunable lasers
(VNIR and SWIR) and blackbodies (TIR) for accurate radiometric response
characterization and calibration
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EarthDaily Payload Post-Launch Calibration
Maintaining science-grade products by standing on the shoulders of giants
•

Extensive and highly-automated on-ground Cal/Val system within the EarthPipeline
• Extremely high consistency across the entire constellation for each spectral band
• Leveraging imager-to-imager and satellite-to-satellite overlaps
•

Interoperability and harmonization with multiple science-grade sensors (Sentinel-2,
LandSat-8/9, MODIS, ASTER, GOES, HIMAWARI, MeteoSat, etc)

•

All imagers are continuously radiometrically and geometrically cross-calibrated and
validated against well-known calibration sites (e.g. PICS) using orbiting, on-ground
scientific instruments and high-quality reference basemaps

•

Likewise, all derived retrieval products are also continuously cross-calibrated and
validated for well-known sites using instrumented sources of aerosols, water vapour,
methane, land surface temperature, wildfire, volcanos, etc
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Thank you!
Contact me at: kbeckett@earthdaily.com

